Survey Party Personnel,

Date March 10, 1959

[Signature]

Owner's Name Lake County (Garland Pot F 585)

Mailing Address


Survey Order No. 57-19

[Signature]

Levels Contours Topog. Platted Brush 

City County

Encroachments?

Ordered By: County Court Price Quoted or estimated

Title Owner

Time: Research 3.65 Field 1.51 Drafting and Computing 2.445

Mileage 2 1/2 Maps to County Stakes 6 per

Reference to other Surveys: County Records

Remarks

Could not find any corners to NE North. Found only run by Company from NE Corn. From Corns pegging east along 180° 30' 12" from NE Corn 180° 30' 12" measured 12" across. Checkers.